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Biology – National 4 – Life on Earth Key Area 6- Learned behaviour in response to stimuli linked to species survival 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check your key area statements. If not green you need to do more work! G A R 

A stimulus is something that causes an organism to react    

A response is the reaction an organisms has to a change in the environment (internal or external)    

Innate behaviours do not have to learned and are often triggered by external stimuli     

Habituation is a short lived learned behaviour which increases survival by wasting less energy.    

Social behaviour can take a long term to learn, but is essential to animals that live in groups and increases the chances 
of; individual survival, breeding and survival of offspring.  

   

You could use;    check lists    mind maps    vocabulary lists        Summarised notes      highlighted notes    
cue cards       past paper/practice questions    Other people testing you   Extra help after school      BBC bitesize        
Quizlet      edmodo    other websites   (make sure you have a note of them if good)  

Colour code the stimulus and 
response in each sentence. 

• Pancreas produces insulin as 
the blood sugar rises.  

• Meerkat sounds an alarm call 
when it sees a predator.  

• The days get shorter and 
swallows migrate to warmer 
climates. 

• Water level rises in blood and 
a more dilute urine is 
produced.  

• Flowers close as night falls.  
Go back and indicate which stimuli 
are external which are internal. 

…………………… chambers can be used to study how organisms respond to 

different stimuli.  

This is an example of a choice chamber for woodlice set up for light/dark 

 

 

 

 

Woodlice go to the dark – how does this increase survival?  

 

Woodlice will also go to wet (away from dry) – how does this increase 

survival?  
A ………………will retreat into its 

shell when it senses a vibration. 

This is an i…………… behaviour (they 

were born with it). It increases the 

chance of …………………. as it 

protects from nearby predators. If 

a snail is placed on glass and the 

glass is tapped repeatedly, the 

snail will stop retreating. This is 

called ………………………….  It aids 

survival because ….. 

 

(n.b. if the snail is left alone for a 

while and then the glass tapped 

again it will act as it originally did) 

A ………………………………….. shows 

either how well you do a task (gets 

better) or the time taken (gets less). 

Label the axes on the graphs. 

e.g.  

e.g.  

How does penguins huddling help 

their survival?’ 

 

How does flocking behaviour in birds 

(and shoaling in fish) help them 

survive? 

 

 

Why is it good for survival to have a 

long childhood in primates? 

 

 

Some young animals imprint on 
the first adult they see. How does 
this help their survival? 
 


